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HELPING L&Q BUILD 
A SAFER FUTURE

This year, Frankham’s Fire Engineers, Building Surveyors and 
Quantity Surveyors have been working to conduct inspection 
surveys on external wall systems for our client L&Q, one of the 
UK’s largest regulated charitable housing associations and one of 
the UK’s most successful independent social businesses.

EXTERNAL WALL INSPECTIONS

L&Q’s business is to develop and run housing 
communities and amongst their portfolio are many high 
rise and medium rise blocks. The tragedy at Grenfell 
Tower in 2017 has wreaked many repercussions on the 
property industry and the Hackitt Review has prompted 
changes in the law and caused the entire industry to 
review our attitude to what is acceptable in fire safety 
construction. 

Responsible property owners, like L&Q, are 
commissioning surveys from our experts in order that 
they can reappraise the efficacy of construction types that 
have been used over the past maybe one hundred years. 
The purpose is to make sure that any deficiencies are 
identified and actioned as appropriate. Part of Frankham’s 
consultancy service is to give a rough order of cost to 
our recommendations for remediation, which L&Q use in 
their budgeting. 

Steve Pettitt, Director of Safety at L&Q says 
“We have always carried out regular Fire 
Risk Assessments and visual inspections 
on our properties to identify safety issues 
that arise from wear and tear or changes 

in legislation. Since Grenfell however, it has been 
established that we must not only question whether 
techniques and materials used in the past did afford 
the level of fire safety that they purported to, but also 
whether they were installed in the correct manner. 
Therefore our ‘as installed’ records have needed to be 
reviewed and sometimes challenged. Some of the blocks 
that we operate were constructed or reclad many years 
ago and L&Q may not have necessarily overseen the 
building work. Thus, records of the original construction 
may need to be revisited”. 

John Powell, Managing Director of 
Frankham Risk Management Services 
says “Traditional brick and block masonry 
configurations are broadly compliant 
(although checking is necessary), but 

lightweight layered wall systems employing steel and 
timber framing, insulation & cladding can be made up 
of complex compositions and materials which can be 
compromised if not properly installed and protected. 

Inevitably, this means that the layers of the existing wall 
construction must be exposed using insertions into the 
fabric at carefully planned locations on all elevations and 
at differing heights. 

The findings are carefully 
recorded and appraised 
by Frankham’s inspection 
team. We select different 
locations at different levels 
to inspect because this 
approach reduces the 
possibility that one floor 
was constructed to a good 
standard, but the next 
floor, using a different 
gang of operatives was 
poorly installed.”
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Frankham joined L&Q’s programme of intrusive 
investigations early this year. Frankham was on the L&Q 
framework for façade engineering, and we have in-house 
capability in fire engineering, fire survey and building 
surveying. L&Q teamed Frankham up with Guildmore, 
the South London Construction company, who were also 
on L&Q’s framework for construction work. The work is 
managed by L&Q’s Fire Safety Team, led by John Startup, 
Technical Manager. John says “I was pleased to see the 
team work so well together, with Frankham’s engineers 
specifying locations of the insertions to be made, 
conducting the inspections and providing comprehensive 
reports, Guildmore planning and carrying out the 
necessary opening up, providing suitable access for the 
consultant to make the inspections and making good the 
work after inspection was complete. This team is part of a 
greater strategy for intrusive investigation which L&Q has 
employed to the whole of its estate throughout the UK”. 

L&Q have carefully selected the blocks to be investigated 
by conducting a risk analysis. This has produced a matrix 
by which each block was scored and prioritised. The work 
is ongoing. Challenges to the programme are:

• Causing least disturbance to the residents from 
noise dust etc.

• Allowing access to all areas where access 
equipment could be used to get to external upper 
floors

• Creating large enough insertions to the fabric to 
allow the engineers and surveyors to inspect the 
inner parts of the wall

• Making insertions into the fabric that could be 
quickly and effectively repaired so that there 
was little aesthetic impact to the elevations of 
the building or detriment to the efficacy of the 
buildings’ external envelope 

• Keeping residents informed of the outcomes of 
the surveys 

The information that has been gathered by our 
engineering and surveying team is being reviewed by 
L&Q who will decide on how to prioritise and procure 
remediation design. A brief report is compiled by 
Frankham immediately after each survey is complete, 
which is passed to the residents of each block by L&Q 
indicating any actions necessary.  

Frankham have conducted inspections of over 50 blocks 
for their part in L&Qs wider programme. 

Richard Chitty, Group Managing Director 
of Frankham Consultancy Group says 
“We have been delighted to have been 
part of this work with L&Q. Especially as 
the difficulties of working on sites where 

residents are living and going about their daily business 
appear to have been largely overcome by teamwork and 
collaboration. We have a longstanding relationship with 
L&Q and value the spirit of teamwork that exists on the 
sites and during the weekly meetings that we hold online. 
Although we have always offered fire engineering as part 
of our offering, we created Robson Frankham last year 
as a fire engineering subsidiary of the Frankham Group. 
It has strengthened our offering of multidisciplinary 
capability, which is quite unique in a small to medium 
sized enterprise. 

The Grenfell tragedy has caused many new challenges 
for consultancy work in remediation of defective 
construction. There are particularly high demands for 
these skills now and our expertise and experience in this 
field has been used by several clients with large numbers 
of properties falling into the risk category. Apart from our 
involvement with investigation and reporting, we are also 
involved in a number of schemes of cladding remediation, 
which is being led by our architects and surveyors ably 
supported by out fire engineers. We are assured that 
our efforts in this area of expertise is contributing to the 
overall safety to residents of the built environment in this 
country.”

We have a longstanding relationship with L&Q 
and value the spirit of teamwork that exists on 
the sites and during the weekly meetings that we 
hold online. 

“


